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East Hampshire District Council
Draft Local Plan 2017-2036 (Regulation 18 Consultation)
Comments by Beech Parish Council – 5th March 2019
Introduction
This document sets out the comments of Beech Parish Council on EHDC’s draft Local Plan 2017-2036
that was published for public consultation on 5th February 2019.
Beech Parish Council may be contacted at:
Mrs Louisa Thomson – Parish Clerk
Old Stables, Wield Road, Medstead, Hampshire, GU34 5NJ
Email: clerk@beechpc.com
The comments are confined to those policies and associated information that:
(i)
are directly relevant to the parish of Beech; and/or
(ii)
relate to facilities in the local area that are commonly used by the residents of Beech (e.g. in
nearby Alton).
Accordingly, the following parts of the draft Local Plan have not been reviewed:
- Site allocations (other than those in neighbouring parishes Alton, Medstead and Chawton);
- Policy DM23 (Whitehill & Bordon new town centre);
- Policies S21 (Wealden Heaths SPA), S22 (Thames Basin Heaths SPA) and S23 (Solent SPAs);
- Policy Maps (other than those in Beech, Alton and Medstead); and
- The evidence base relating to areas other than the North/A31 Corridor.
The rest of the Local Plan and its evidence base has been reviewed. Where no comment has been
made, it may be assumed that Beech Parish Council supports the draft policy (or other plan content).
In particular, we support the decision not to make a housing allocation to Beech (draft Local Plan,
page 112).
Some comments may refer to the draft Beech Neighbourhood Development Plan, which is out for
public consultation (Regulation 14) concurrently with this consultation. EHDC has been sent a copy
of that document.
We would welcome the opportunity to meet with EHDC planning officers to discuss our comments,
in particular:
(i)
Our strong objections to housing allocation Site SA19, which intrudes from Alton into Beech
in terms of both crossing the parish boundary and being a highly visible urban intrusion into
an entirely rural valley; and
(ii)
The proposed changes to Beech’s Settlement Policy Boundary (SPB).
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Evidence Base
CQ1: Supporting this draft Local Plan is a Sustainability Appraisal, Habitats Assessment and
Integrated Impact Assessment. Do you have any comments on these documents?
No, other than certain comments on the conclusions of the Sustainability Appraisal that are included
in our comments on Site SA19.
CQ2: Do you have any questions on current evidence documents?
Landscape Capacity Study
Part 1, para 36 (page 8): In addition to the two parishes mentioned, Beech has had a Landscape
Character Assessment completed in late 2018, also by Terra Firma. To what extent have Terra
Firma’s LCA findings for Beech been factored into this document?
Alton Transport Study 2015 (Atkins Consulting)
This document recommended taking forward five strategic schemes:
1. Butts Bridge junction improvement (under construction)
2. Western Bypass (A31 Chawton roundabout to A339 Basingstoke Road, via Ackender Wood)
3. Connector Road (A339 Basingstoke Road to B3349 New Odiham Road, north of Site SA16)
4. Northern Link Road (B3349 New Odiham Road to Old Odiham Road, north of existing housing)
5. New junction between A31 and B3004 Wilsom Road.
Of these, the Western Bypass and the Connector Road would pass through land in Beech Parish.
The Interim Infrastructure Plan (page 16) notes that the Western Bypass is included in the
Hampshire Strategic Infrastructure Statement (April 2017). Our questions are:
- Does the “Western Bypass” in the Hampshire Strategic Infrastructure Statement (April 2017)
include the Connector Road, which is effectively a continuation of the Western Bypass?
- Is the construction of the Western Bypass (and the Connector Road) still a possibility, in
particular following completion of the improvement to the Butts Bridge junction?
- Does the development of Site SA15 (Land at Lord Mayor Treloar) mean the removal of the Alton
Transport Study’s Option 1 for the Western Bypass (partial routing along Whitedown Lane)?
Interim Infrastructure Plan
- Page 25: Why is Anstey Junior School (Alton) missing from the list of primary schools?
- Page 34: Why is it ignored that all acute care in the Alton area is provided by Basingstoke and
North Hampshire Hospital? And that in some areas of Bordon/Headley/Grayshott it is provided
by the Royal Surrey County Hospital in Guildford?
- Page 44: Why is Beech Village Hall excluded from the list of community space facilities?
Interim Community Facilities Study
Page 6: Why is study information not sought from Beech Parish? Please ask us for what you need.
CQ3: Do you consider any evidence to be missing to further support the Plan (noting some
evidence is interim at present)?
No.
CQ4: Do you have any comments on the Duty to Cooperate at this stage?
No.
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Vision and Objectives
CQ5: Do you have any comments on the vision for the Area up to 2036?
We agree with the Vision, but suggest the following tweaks (shown in bold):
“By 2036 our communities’ sense of place will have been maintained and reinforced, respecting
their unique individual needs. We will have provided a good quality home to meet the differing
needs of all our residents, fostered a successful and growing local economy, and achieved
environmental excellence.”
CQ6: Do you have any comments on the strategic objectives?
Core Objective A1:
The first sentence currently reads as though the entire housing objective is to tackle affordable
housing and homelessness. Suggest amending it to read:
“Provide a sustainable level of housing growth to meet future housing needs, including (in
particular) to help deal with the issues of need for affordable housing, and to reduce the number of
people who are homeless or living in unsatisfactory accommodations.”
Core Objective A3:
This would be clearer if reworded: “Provide a sustainable level of growth in retail and leisure
facilities growth that will meet……”
Core Objective B3:
This would be clearer if the words “adaptation is needed” are replaced by “development intrudes”.
Core Objective C3:
We need to tie Hampshire County Council into this sentence, as their Highways Department (not
being a “transport provider”) has responsibility for roads, cycle paths, footpaths and bridleways. So
change the sentence to begin: “Enable and encourage transport providers and the providers of
highways infrastructure to make improvements…..”
Core Objective C5:
Has more meaning if the word “culture” is replaced by “social and cultural activities”.
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Spatial Strategy
CQ7: Do you have any comments on the spatial strategy (including the proposed settlement
hierarchy)?
Sub-policy S1.2
Northbrook Park is not in the north-east area, it is in the North/A31 Corridor (as defined).
Sub-policy S1.3
This statement is untrue. The revision and extension of SPBs is an integral (and necessary) factor in
many of the proposed site allocations.
Sub-policies S1.6, S1.9 and S1.12, and under Neighbourhood Planning (page 21)
We have previously been advised by EHDC (at a meeting to review candidate LAAs in October 2018)
that a site allocated in a Neighbourhood Plan cannot be more than 1 hectare in size, as EHDC is
keeping for itself all authority to allocate larger sites. If still true, this needs to be made clear here.
Neighbourhood Planning (page 20)
Please note that Beech’s neighbourhood plan is scheduled to become “made” in advance of EHDC’s
Local Plan becoming finally approved. This section will need to be amended accordingly.
CQ8: Does Policy S2: Managing Land release via phasing, achieve its aim?
It would appear to do so.
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Site SA19 (Alton) – Land at Brick Kiln Lane & Basingstoke Road (page 79)
Beech Parish Council strongly objects to this site allocation in its current form. It is disappointing that
the Local Plan does not acknowledge that the southern portion of the site, bordering the
Basingstoke Road, falls within Beech Parish – see the map overleaf – and that Beech Parish Council
was not formally consulted before the site was proposed for allocation. If EHDC wishes to further
pursue the allocation of this site (or part of it) we ask that planning officers meet Beech Parish
Council to agree a way forward.
CQ9: What infrastructure would you like to see delivered as part of the site allocation?
If there is to be an exit from the site onto the Basingstoke Road then we would support it taking the
form of a roundabout at the junction with Whitedown Lane (as recommended in the Draft Local Plan
Sites Highway Assessment). A roundabout here would improve traffic flow at this junction, which
becomes congested at peak hours. It would also be easier for traffic to exit from the site at a
roundabout rather than from a minor road at a T-junction onto the busy Basingstoke Road.
Also, as part of the delivery of this site it would be possible to deliver the “Connector Road”
recommended in the Alton Transport Strategy (2015) prepared by Atkins for Hampshire County
Council, which forms part of the evidence base for the draft Local Plan. The Connector Road would
run between the proposed Western Bypass (Hampshire Strategic Infrastructure Statement, April
2017) on the A339 to the B3349, north of Site SA16 (Land at Will Hall Farm). The Connector Road is,
in our view, an essential stretch of road to needed to ensure the effectiveness of the Western
Bypass. Currently, a high proportion of through traffic travelling north on the A339 Whitedown Lane
turns back towards Alton town centre to access the B3349 at the junction of Basingstoke Road and
New Odiham Road. This is because traffic from Alton naturally uses the B3349 to Hook in order to
reach the M3 corridor (north) and Reading, rather than proceed to those destinations via the longer
A339 and congestion around Basingstoke. The Connector Road will therefore divert a significant
volume of through traffic around the Alton urban area from the A339 to the B3349.
CQ10: Are you aware of any issues relating to the delivery of this site allocation, including any
potential costs that could impact on viability?
Yes. The Connector Road (see above) would run right through the middle of this site, north from a
roundabout at (or near) the junction of Basingstoke Road and Whitedown Lane.
CQ11: Do you have any comments on when the site will be developed (including Appendix 2 –
housing trajectory)?
We support the proposal to delay development of this site until 2031.
CQ12: Do you have any other comments on the site allocation?
We object to the site as proposed on the grounds of:
i)
ii)

reducing the size of the rural gap between Alton’s urban area and Beech village by a very
significant amount, in a manner that threatens Beech as a distinctive settlement; and
introducing a prominent slab of urban housing into the entirely rural landscape that
comprises the A339 corridor in the dry valley that contains Beech village.
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The entire western side of the site (see the map below), about 45% of the area, should not be
developed, as it falls outside the “bowl” of hills that currently contain Alton.
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The western side of the site folds westward around the hillside south of Hungry Copse, intruding into
the next, completely rural, dry valley that contains Beech village. That valley forms the rural
approach to Alton from the north-west; traffic approaching on the A339 from that direction remains
in an entirely rural environment until it reaches the gateway junction of Basingstoke Road and
Whitedown Lane, at which point urban Alton abruptly begins. The same rural/urban gateway will be
maintained only if the western half of the proposed site remains undeveloped. We would hope that
EHDC’s statement (on page 79) that “Design and layout to respect the site’s location adjacent to one
of the key gateways to Alton” would arrive at the same conclusion as us.
The current view east towards the site from the listed Wyards Farm, just outside Beech village, is
shown in Photographs 1 and 2 below. There are no buildings visible. If the western side of the site
were to be developed, that hillside south of Hungry Copse would be covered with housing. Contrast
this with Photographs 3 and 4, the views east and south-east towards Alton, where the rural
landscape will remain totally intact, with Ackender Wood (another SINC in Beech Parish) on the
horizon.

Photo 1: Gateway to Alton – View of Basingstoke Road/Whitedown Lane junction from the west. No
housing is visible until vehicles reach the junction.

Photo 2: View north-east from Wyard’s Farm (Beech) towards Hungry Copse on the skyline. The rising
fields below hungry copse would be developed under the currently proposed Site SA19.
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Photo 3: View east from Wyard’s Farm (Beech) towards Whitedown Lane (on the left).

Photo 4: View south from Wyard’s Farm (Beech) towards Ackender Wood.
The draft Beech Neighbourhood Development Plan proposes (in policy BPC04) a non-coalescence
area between Beech and Alton, where new development will, in general, be restricted in order to
maintain the separate identity of Beech village. The non-coalescence area includes all land in Beech
Parish outside the village SPB, east and south towards Alton. Beech’s SPB is only 700 metres from
Alton’s current housing area at Whitedown Lane. Development of the western side of the proposed
site would reduce the gap from Alton housing to Beech’s SPB to a mere 450 metres (and the gap to
the village’s gated entry to only 350 metres), which is miniscule. (In fact the inclusion of the western
side of the site in Alton Parish, as a bulbous intrusion into Beech Parish, seems totally anomalous.
Simple topography puts it in Beech’s valley, which suggests that it should logically be in Beech Parish.
If it were, it would certainly be included in the proposed non-coalescence area in our
Neighbourhood Development Plan.)
Even more importantly, we are seriously concerned that the development of the western side of this
site would be a precedent for future developments further west along both sides of the Basingstoke
Road and north of Ackender Wood (adjacent to Whitedown Lane), thus swallowing up Beech into
the west of Alton.
We wish to protect the rural landscape in the Beech valley section of the A339. The 2018
independently produced Beech Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) includes as a “valued
characteristic” the “linear, undulating landform with long views to skyline” of the hangers to the east
of the A339 Basingstoke Road. The western side of Site SA19 falls into this valued landscape.
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The LCA also identifies a threat of coalescence with Alton and recommends that Beech should:
- “Maintain individual settlement identity and limit linear expansion and infilling between existing
settlements, e.g. Beech and Alton” ; and
- “Retain the undeveloped rural road corridor along the A339 [Basingstoke Road] and important
open gaps”.
EHDC’s Landscape Capacity Study (by the same consultants as the Beech LCA) identifies (in Part 2)
that development has the following potential effects on key landscape characteristics of the Beech
Clay Plateau (which makes up most of the parish):
- “Loss of characteristic long views from high ground within area across undulating countryside to
wooded skylines”; and
- “Impact on rural views from public right-of-way network and rural lanes”,
both of which would result from the development of the western side of Site SA19.
Unfortunately the Interim Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal fails to address the impact of this site
on Beech’s landscape:
- Paragraph 5.70 (page 26): states that Site AL-005 (known in the Draft Local Plan as Site SA19)
“….is considered relatively unconstrained in landscape terms.” We disagree with this
assessment. We believe that this conclusion is framed by considering the site only from an
“Alton” point of view; sites in this part of Alton are described as being “……on rising land visible
from the edge of the urban area / routes out of the town.” The landscape issues for
neighbouring communities looking towards Alton (and Site SA19 in particular) are ignored.
- The Non-technical Summary (Landscape and townscape - page 17): states that “…..there is
potential for minor negative effects at prominent greenfield sites at the edge of settlements,
particularly at Alton…..”. We disagree with this assessment. We consider that Site SA19, as
currently proposed, has major negative landscape implications for Beech parish. Again, an Alton
site is being considered only from an Alton landscape perspective.
Advantages of not developing the western side of the site, as suggested in our map, are:
- Keeping open the option of building the “Connector Road” (see earlier). The Connector Road
would run north from a roundabout at (or near) the junction of Basingstoke Road and
Whitedown Lane (connecting to a possible Western Bypass at that roundabout), up past the
south-east corner of Hungry Copse, then running to the north of Sites SA19 and SA16 to a
roundabout junction with the B3349 New Odiham Road.

Photo 5: View north to Hungry Copse from the Basingstoke Road/Whitedown Lane junction (possible
route of the “Connector Road” Strategic Traffic Scheme – Alton Transport Strategy 2015).
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Eliminating (rather than just “minimise” – page 80) any impacts from the abutting of the
development onto Hungry Copse, a SINC, thus removing any detrimental effects on this ancient
woodland. Unlike some SINCs in Beech (Ackender Wood, Bushy Leaze Wood) Hungry Copse is
not accessible to the public and is not subject to recreational use – a situation that should
continue for conservation reasons.
Leaving undisturbed the remains of the route of the Basingstoke & Alton Light Railway, a
“Historic Environment” (as defined in proposed Strategic Policy S28 on page 257) which should
be preserved under proposed sub-policy DM40.1 (Historic landscapes, parks and gardens), and
which could be developed for the purposes of walking and cycling.
Not having to put in measures to mitigate against surface water flooding at the south-west of
the site, alongside the Basingstoke Road.

We note that:
- EHDC states that part of the site, on the south-east border, should not be developed for reasons
of flood risk, c.5% of the entire proposed site; and
- In the remaining area (c.95%) between 171 and 255 dwellings may be built. This implies that, if
171 houses were to be built, it is envisaged that a large proportion (at least 40%) of the entire
proposed site would remain undeveloped.
We dispute that the south-east 5% of the site needs to remain undeveloped because of flood risk.
The adjoining established Will Hall Farm housing, which has been in place for more than a decade,
developed identical land in a manner that successfully mitigates against flooding.
If the entire western side (45%) of the site were to remain undeveloped, and the rest of the site
were to be fully developed, then perhaps EHDC would be up to c.25 dwellings short of the minimum
figure of 171. To replace this figure, hopefully sites for c.25 extra dwellings could be found elsewhere
in Alton by 2031. Alternatively (see the map) more houses could be accommodated by extending
this site marginally northwards, but away from Hungry Copse, without breaching the all-important
undeveloped Alton hilltop skyline. There is no field boundary that prevents the expansion of Site
SA19 northwards, so the land to the north is clearly in the same ownership as Site SA19.
The associated open space requirement (from policy DM1) could also be accommodated, if
necessary, by extending the site northward this way, or by utilising open space to the north of the
adjacent allocation Site SA16.

Photo 6: View north-west from Highridge towards Hungry Copse, showing no field boundary at the
northern edge of Site SA19 and the room to extend Site SA19 to the north.
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Detailed Policy DM10.2 – Extensions to dwellings (page 162)
This policy as drafted is inadequate.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
The policy partly achieves its aim that any extensions should “appropriate”, but the tests are
subjective and, in the frequent cases where extensions are built first and retrospective planning
permission is sought later, subjective tests can be glossed over. Also, the proposed policy does
nothing to prevent multiple sequential extensions (including those under permitted development
rights) that, over time, enlarge properties out of all recognition.
In the past there have been maximum percentage figures by which an original house’s floor area
may be increased through one or more extensions. For the largest houses the maximum permitted
cumulative increase in floor area was, we believe, 50%. We believe that, in addition to Policy
DM10.2, a similar set of percentage figures should be adopted by EHDC to limit the cumulative size
of extensions (together with annexes). Hard percentage figures will allow EHDC, and planning
inspectors, to make clear cut decisions on permissions/enforcements concerning excessive use of
extensions. Parish councillors have experience of planning inspectors taking account of such
percentages when coming to enforcement rulings.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Strategic Policy S7 – Rural affordable housing (page 168)
We support this policy, with one reservation.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
Please reword sub-policy S7.1(a) to read as follows:
“the applicant, in conjunction with the Local Planning Authority and the relevant parish council,
must demonstrate the existence of a local need which cannot be accommodated in any other way,
i.e. no other sites are available within the settlement”.
It is imperative that the parish council, which has the required local knowledge and is directly
accountable to the village residents, be involved in these initiatives from the outset, especially
where there is a valid neighbourhood plan in place.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Strategic Policy S12 – New homes in the countryside (page 179)
We object to sub-policies S12.5 to S12.7.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
A general permission for the development of new accommodation for gipsies and travellers in the
countryside is a major addition in this policy, which is not present in the equivalent current policy
CP19. Further, sub-policy S12.6 extends this general permission to those “gipsies and travellers” that
do not actually meet the planning definition for such people, meaning that the countryside location
is more permissive than within SPBs in this respect!
New housing in the countryside is, on principle, restricted to that which intrinsically needs to be in
the countryside; we do not believe that gipsy and traveller accommodation intrinsically needs to be
located in the countryside.
Given the sensitivities around developing new sites for gipsies and travellers, we believe that it is
appropriate that such sites be considered only through the following two mechanisms:
(i)

Developments within SPBs as per Policy S9, where it is more likely that the development will
be conveniently located for access to schools, medical services and other community
facilities” (sub-policy S9.1d) and where the nature of the development can be more easily
controlled in accordance with Policy S9; and

(ii)

Development outside SPBs only in the form of sites formally allocated by EHDC, or in a
Neighbourhood Plan, following a “call for sites” and a rigorous examination of the suitability
of that development, and as an exception to a general prohibition on new gypsy and
traveller sites in the countryside. This will be a much more controlled approach than a
general permission for development outside SPBs. In particular, it should discourage
speculative developments made with the expectation of obtaining retrospective planning
permission (under the general permission currently bestowed by proposed Policy S12). This
approach should also be manageable given the relatively small number of people and sites
needing to be found.

And, in both cases, developments should be restricted to those for persons who actually meet the
formal definition of “gipsies and travellers” for planning purposes, as otherwise the entire process
becomes open to abuse and challenge.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM12.1 – Conversion of an existing agricultural or other rural building to
residential use (page 180)
We object to this policy.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
The policy is too widely drawn. “Other rural building” can be taken to mean any building outside an
SPB. In Beech parish, and in many other villages, there are significant agglomerations of dwellings
that are outside SPBs, and the fear is that any outbuilding of such dwellings could be categorised as
an “other rural building”. This could give wide opportunity to create new dwellings in the
countryside; indeed, new buildings could be created (ostensibly for agricultural business purposes or
as outbuildings to dwellings) specifically designed for subsequent rapid conversion to residential use.
In this village we have seen instances that look suspiciously like that scenario.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Strategic Policy S15 – Rural economy (page 193)
We object to the policy as drafted.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
The policy appears to support new business buildings throughout rural areas, irrespective of
whether they are inside or outside of village SPBs. Is this what EHDC intended? In Beech’s draft
Neighbourhood Development Plan (Policy BPC09) we propose to be more restrictive; we propose to
support the creation of new businesses, or the expansion of existing businesses:
-

within the SPB;
in redundant farm buildings; or
at the single established non-farm commercial site outside the SPB.

We suggest that many parishes in the district would be happier with an approach closer to that of
our draft NDP.
Also, S15.1 is silent on improvements to mobile phone coverage in rural areas, which is equally
important to rural businesses as the improved broadband mentioned in S15.1d. “Slow” (surely
“”patchy or non-existent”?) mobile phone coverage is mentioned on page 194, but the policy for
tackling it is not included in S15.1.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM19.1 – Home-based businesses (page 201)
We object to the policy as drafted.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
In the introduction to this policy on page 200 it is stated that: “A home-based business is any
business where the primary office is located in the owner’s home”. In other words, the primary
purpose of the premises remains as a residential dwelling, usually in amongst other residential
dwellings.
Therefore we believe that the condition “limiting any advertisement” (which presumably refers to
business signage) is insufficient and too open to argument and interpretation. We believe that it is
reasonable and essential to limit business signage visible from the public highway as follows:
-

only one sign permitted;
the single sign to no larger than a specified area or dimensions; and
no self-illuminated signs .

This will help preserve the residential amenity of the area.
Also, on page 201, EHDC contemplates that a home-based business could be one which requires:
-

“the use of a large part of the property for business activities, such as offices, storage, and other
commercial purposes (including the use of sheds and garages)”; and/or
“activities that are noisier than domestic use or produce fumes that would not be expected from
residential properties”.

We believe that business use described in this way can no longer be called a “home-based business”;
in fact it is the conversion of a residential unit to a commercial unit with ancillary/subordinate
residential facilities (or the subdivision of a plot between residential use and commercial use). It
crosses the line into actual “change of use” from residential to commercial by stealth, and so should
not be permitted. From the experience of Beech parish councillors, some people will use this policy,
as drafted, in order to introduce intensive commercial enterprises into previously wholly residential
areas, both inside and outside SPBs.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM24 – Gaps between settlements (page 215)
We object to this policy as drafted.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
In sub-policy DM24.1 we object to the words “(other than land allocations in the Local Plan)”. Those
words imply that EHDC does not need to take into account the need to maintain gaps when deciding
upon land allocations, i.e. EHDC can impose gap-reducing land allocations on town and parish
councils, even in cases where a Neighbourhood Plan defines gaps that are to be maintained (as
Beech’s Neighbourhood Development Plan will). That’s just not acceptable; EHDC should not
regulate to permit itself to breach its own planning policy willy-nilly, without permissible challenge,
when deciding upon land allocations (now or at any time before 2036).
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM28 – Resource efficient design (page 238)
We object to this policy as drafted.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
The intent of this policy is very unclear from the way it is drafted.
Either
Sub-policy DM28.2 appears to grant planning permission for both residential and non-residential
development unconditionally and at any location provided that the required technical standards are
met. We contend that there are numerous other planning policies (particularly regarding location of
development and respecting neighbouring residential amenity) that must not be overridden purely
because the development meets certain resource efficiency standards.
or
Is sub-policy DM28.2 making it mandatory for all new development (as permitted under other
policies) to follow the stated technical standards? The text says that all these elements of resourceefficient design will “be supported” by EHDC – are they mandatory requirements or are they merely
“supported”?
It really isn’t clear as drafted.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM30 – Residential design in low-density neighbourhoods (page 252)
We object to this policy, inasmuch as we think it can be made more effective for the purposes of
Beech and other villages.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
Beech’s existing area covered by saved policy H10 benefits from the strict stipulation that no new
residential plots will be created with a size of less than 0.2 hectares, in order to preserve the
character of the affected area. Policy DM30 includes no minimum plot size figures, nor does it
mention carrying over previously stipulated figures from saved policies H9 and H10.
The danger for Beech is that DM30, as drafted, is that developers may plausibly argue for the
introduction of plot sizes of less than 0.2 hectares – possibly down to plot sizes of 0.067 hectares (15
dwellings per hectare). This is because the area in question contains a small number of dwellings
(often historic ones) in relatively small plots, created well before the advent of H10 designation;
under DM30.1b & c developers could use such small plot sizes as arguments/precedents for new
plots of less than 0.2 hectares. We therefore believe that, in order not to reduce the degree of
preservation of area character, it is essential that EHDC carries forward into policy DM30 the
minimum plot sizes applied to areas already covered by saved policies H9 and H10. Beech’s 2018
Landscape character Assessment recommends retaining the 0.2 hectares minimum plot size
requirement in the relevant area.
Beech also has extensive areas of low density housing outside the “H10/DM30” area proposed on
the policies map, both inside and outside the SPB. Much (most?) of this is on residential roads with
an average existing density of 15 dwellings per hectare or less. These areas of low density housing
are poorly protected by policy DM30 in two respects:
-

-

On page 253 it states that policy DM30 applies only to development proposals within the SPB.
Beech has clusters of about 70 dwellings on Kings Hill and upper Medstead Road; although these
areas are sited in the “countryside” there is the possibility that new development may occur
there – possibly though a site allocation by EHDC itself. We therefore ask that the protections of
policy DM30 be extended to residential roads outside the SPB.
On page 253 it is stated that protection will be applied in respect of new developments of fewer
than 10 dwellings. EHDC has consulted us (in October 2018) on candidate LAAs in Beech that
would have comprised more than 10 dwellings, so larger scale developments are not out of the
question during the Local Plan period up to 2036. Therefore we ask that policy DM30 be applied
to all new development proposals, not just those for fewer than 10 dwellings. (Also it would be
ludicrous if a developer could circumvent policy DM30 by increasing, to over 10, the proposed
number of dwellings on a site, i.e. by increasing housing density!)

Finally, in policy DM30.1b it is unclear what “surrounding dwellings” means. Does it mean “dwellings
bordering the plot” or “dwellings in the neighbourhood” or “dwellings on the same street” or
dwellings within [200] meters”? Each of these meanings places different restrictions on minimum
new plot size in areas where there is average low density housing but significant variations in plot
size (as in Beech). The phrase is too open to interpretation as it stands and will cause endless
arguments at parish level around planning applications. More precise language is needed.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM32 – Residential garden development (page 256)
We object to this policy as drafted.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
Policy DM32.1 appears to exclude development on garden land to the front of an existing residential
property (or it may just be unclear drafting). Since this is supposed to be a permissive policy which
town/parish councils will presumably build upon in neighbourhood plans (certainly Beech’s draft
Neighbourhood Development Plan proposes, in general, tighter criteria than policy DM32), there
seems no reason why front garden infill should not be generally permitted, subject to all of the
conditions in DM32.1. In Beech there are several properties set towards the rear of very long plots,
where infilling towards the front of the plot may be achieved in an appropriate manner, generating
windfall housing.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Detailed Policy DM41 – Telecommunications and digital infrastructure (page 281)
We support this policy as far as it goes, but it falls short.
CQ13: Do you have any comments on the draft policy, for example, does it achieve its intended
aim?
Under “Why we need this policy” there is ample mention of the importance of access to high speed
broadband, but silence on the equal importance of access to good quality mobile phone signals. In
Beech, because of its topography, mobile signal is patchy to say the least and differs for different
providers. There are extensive “not spots” in the main valley of Beech, and many places where 3G
signal is intermittent, let alone 4G. 5G is a pipe dream. Responses to the Beech Neighbourhood Plan
questionnaire of 2017 showed that 89% of users could obtain a maximum of 2 “bars” of reception
strength at home, and 38% receive no signal at all at home on occasion. No doubt there is a similar
experience in some other East Hampshire villages.
The policy regarding telecommunications infrastructure is fine. But “Implementing the policy” on
page 282 refers solely to rolling out high speed broadband in conjunction with Hampshire County
Council. Where is EHDC’s plan to encourage and facilitate development that leads to the
improvement of mobile phone signals in rural areas, through the installation of more masts, the
sharing of masts between providers and so on? This is a glaring omission from this policy and from
the document as a whole.
CQ14: Do you have any comments on the categorisation of the policy (strategic or detailed)?
No.
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Draft Local Plan Policy Maps
Medstead Policy Map
We note the proposed new SPB tightly drawn around the houses along Hussell Lane. The new SPB
borders the western end of Beech parish. We have no objection to this new proposed SPB.
Alton Policy Map
i)

Please add the label “Beech” to the detached SPB at the left hand edge of the map.
Otherwise readers will believe that this is another Alton SPB.

ii)

We object strongly to the extension of the Alton SPB around proposed housing allocation
Site SA19, especially now, 12 years before any proposed development there. See our
detailed objections to Site SA19 earlier in this document. Part of Site SA19 intrudes
(unacknowledged) into Beech parish. For numerous reasons we seek Site SA19 to be
restricted to the eastern half of the area shown (see the map included with our objections to
Site SA19), and so we wish the new SPB to be restricted to the reduced-size Site SA19 that
we propose.

Beech Policy Map
EHDC proposes six changes to Beech’s current SPB and “H10/DM30” policy area. These are marked
as A to D on the map below. Our view on each is as follows. In some cases it is unclear as to why
EHDC wishes to make the change; we would welcome further discussion with EHDC as to why some
of these changes have been proposed.
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Area A: 20 Medstead Road (and land adjacent) – removal from SPB
We object to the removal of this land from the SPB, for two reasons:
- We believe that it is unfair to the owner(s) of the land in question for EHDC to arbitrarily change
its planning status, from within the SPB to outside it, for no apparent reason; and
- We are content for development (as permitted in an SPB) to take place within this area. The area
is on the edge of, but close to the centre of, the village. Infill development here would be more
welcome than in many other parts of the village, since the area is close to the A339 and is
unlikely to generate traffic that regularly passes through the village centre to access facilities in
Alton or further afield.
Area B: Land north of 22 Wellhouse Road – removal from SPB and H10/DM30 policy area
We object to this change to remove a piece of land from the SPB, for which there is no obvious
reason. We believe that it is unfair to the owner(s) of the land in question for EHDC to arbitrarily
change its planning status, from within the SPB to outside it, for no apparent reason.
Area C: Land to the rear of 95 Medstead Road – removal from SPB
We object to this change to remove a piece of garden land from the SPB, for which there is no
obvious reason. We believe that it is unfair to the owner(s) of the land in question for EHDC to
arbitrarily change its planning status, from within the SPB to outside it, for no apparent reason.
Area D: Land to the rear of 76 Wellhouse Road – addition to SPB
We object to the addition of this site to the SPB.
Development of this site, under planning application Ref 56613, was refused in December 2017. An
appeal against this refusal (ref APP/M1710/W/18/3204714) was dismissed by the Planning
Inspectorate in December 2018, on the grounds that the site is outside the SPB and the proposed
development did not meet any of the criteria in current Local Plan Policy CP19 “Development in the
Countryside”. Inclusion of the site in the SPB would, however, possibly override this primary reason
for refusal.
The Planning Inspector did, however, note the objections of Beech Parish Council and Hampshire
County Council to the use of HCC-owned Bridleway 704, to the west of the site, for vehicular access
to the site. To quote HCC:
- “The proposed dwellings would make use of Beech Bridleway 704, over which there are no
recorded public vehicular rights. Under Section 34 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 it is an offence to
drive over a public footpath, bridleway or restricted byway without lawful authority”; and
- “This proposal would increase vehicular use of Bridleway 704, to the detriment of other users in
terms of air pollution, noise and space constraints. We therefore OBJECT to this proposal.”
To quote Beech Parish Council: “…. the applicant would use the bridleway as access to the
development which council feel would result in a possible loss of amenity and additional wear and
tear”.
There is also concern among local residents, which the parish council shares, about additional
vehicle congestion at the narrow head of Wellhouse Road (a cul-de-sac) that would result from
development on this plot. The parish council shared this concern with EHDC officers at a meeting in
October 2018 to review candidate LAAs, of which this plot was one (BEE-003). Following this
meeting, EHDC categorised this site as “Undeliverable” (Land Availability Assessment, December
2018), and so we cannot see that this is a suitable site to be included in the SPB.
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Also, this plot had been proposed in the LAA as a potential site for permanent gipsy & traveller
accommodation; we would strongly object to any such allocation on the grounds of (i) unsuitable
access, and (ii) remoteness from facilities or social infrastructure of any sort.
The Planning Inspector notes that “The [current] settlement boundary is clearly identifiable in
reality, as the former garden area outside that line is becoming more akin to open land, albeit
unused. The site is not seen as an extension of the settlement and there is no sense of the need to
“round-off” a boundary, as to the north and west there is truly open countryside land.”
Overall, then, we consider that this plot is not a suitable location for development of any sort and we
reiterate our objection. If, however, the plot were to be included in the SPB against our objection,
we would ask that the area be included in the H10/DM30 low density area, to match all other plots
off Wellhouse Road.
Area E: Hillside Farm – addition to SPB
We support this change to extend the SPB around an existing dwelling, except that the area should
also be added to the H10/DM30 policy area which it adjoins.
Area F: Land at 96 Wellhouse Road – addition to SPB
We support this change to add a small piece of garden land to the SPB (it appears to align the SPB to
the actual garden boundary), except that the area should also be added to the H10/DM30 policy
area which it adjoins.
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